
It’s all about the Address! 
It’s election season and time, once again, for the tsunami of Democrat election 
fraud. Lawsuits in 23 states have been filed against county election commissions 
for “unusually high” voter registrations. In other words, Democrats have 
manufactured phantom voters (as explained in the enclosed article) to rig the 
elections. Again. Here in Virginia, members of the NCRC and others are involved 
in a desperate effort to validate the state voter rolls by acquiring and employing 
proven technology which helps identify ineligible voters by finding ineligible 
addresses.  We don’t think it is hyperbole to say that this is an existential threat 
to Republican candidates, as in the last two national elections, the winners were 

decided by mail-in ballots. You 
simply cannot win if you lose the 
majority of mail-ins, and that is 
where the fraud is rampant and 
increasingly brazen. 

Back in the day when Democrats 
had to rely on ballot box stuffing, the 
fraud could sometimes be contained 
by local poll watcher or election 
worker vigilance (assuming there 
was a Republican on site). The 
advent of universal mail-in voting, 
which allows for the dispensing of 
ballots to virtually anyone who might 
have ever lived or been registered in 
the state, combined with essentially 
no ID verification, guarantees a high 
percentage of mail-in votes which 

are invariably heavily biased towards 
Democrats. There didn’t seem to be a practical counter to this bogus ballot jihad, 
and efforts to remove even obviously fake voters were met with torrents of 
lawsuits. This “house-to-house” fighting, as it were, sapped the resources of even 
the most dedicated Republican committees and not a single election result was 
overturned. Those who chose to persist, were labeled election deniers and 
hounded out of office and/or prosecuted.  

Fortunately, there is a new game in town in the voter roll database management 
arena know as Fractal Technology. Fractal is a new data analysis technology 
that is based on open source computer code and built to work with massive 
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databases, with the potential for running a million times faster than any currently-
used voter analysis technology. Learn more here:  
  
https://www.omega4america.com/videos/ 

Fractal technology has been used to build databases for the TSA No Fly list, 
EBAY, State Farm, Geico and USAA to enable fraud detection. Jay Valentine 
oversaw those projects and is overseeing the Omega4America project for voter 
rolls in more than 25 states. So far the numbers are staggering and give some 
insight into the inexplicable results of 2020 and 2022.   

Phantom Voters & The Ineligible Address 

Most, if not all, voter databases cannot be effectively queried like the information 
sets generated in a Fractal system. For example, a Fractal database might 
include a property tax record for a voter address or a DMV registration for a 
voter. Coroner records have been used to identify dead voters, who, shockingly 
are almost always Democrats. Due to the contentious issue with voter eligibility 
(How dare you tell me I can’t register in 3 states!), Jay has chosen a more 
substantive and solidly legal approach,  A query in a Fractal system can instantly 
identify ineligible addresses on a voter roll. An ineligible voter address renders a 
voter registration invalid under federal and state law. It is easier to challenge an 
invalid address than to challenge an invalid voter. Wisconsin is leading the 
charge on that issue. Wisconsin and their fractal team recently delivered to state 
election officials 50,000 address challenges located in a single county. An invalid 
voter address is used as a ballot accumulation address for mail-in ballots. Those 
ballots are collected, completed and voted illegally. Voters registered at invalid 
addresses are referred to as phantom voters. 

Fractal has identified, in 25 states, 
hundreds of thousands of 
phantom voters registered at 
office parks, warehouses, RV 
parks, empty lots, UPS stores, 
Walmarts, 7-11s, etc. The system 
has also identified voters who 
actively vote at the age of 125 
years to over 1000 years old! It 
has identified voters who have 
been registered in dorms, frat and 
sorority houses that have been 
actively voting for over 30 years. 
This is just a small sampling of ineligible addresses. Hundreds of thousands of 
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phantom voters have been found registered at ineligible addresses in the 25 
state voter rolls run through the Fractal system. A recent demonstration of the 
Mississippi voter rolls running in the Fractal system identified 150k ineligible 
voters. To see a demo on video click on the below link: 

https://www.omega4america.com/videos/. 

A New Kind of Phantom  
 

The Fractal system recently identified illegal aliens registering at homeless 
shelters, churches or abandoned office space. The illegals do not reside at these 
addresses. The address is merely used for their voter registration after which 
they are given a debit card and some food. Then the illegals travel to another 
jurisdiction and repeat the process. 

The Undeliverable Database 

All of these address anomalies are aggregated by Fractal to create an 
Undeliverable Ballot Database that can be used to flag and challenge 
addresses that should not receive mail-in ballots. 
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Virginia 

The good news is that Virginia has left the Electronic Registration Information 
Center (ERIC) for voter roll management, which effectively did nothing to clean 
voter roles. The bad news is that Virginia hasn’t done anything to provide valid 
voter rolls. Instead, the state instructs it’s citizens to be responsible for voter 
integrity at the county or district level. Click here to read article 

The following is lifted verbatim from the Virginia Election Integrity Project 
website - red text and underscore emphasis added.  

“CLEANING VOTER ROLLS 

The elephant in the election integrity room is the approximately 1 million 
invalid entries on Virginia's voter rolls.  

Virginia is locally administered in most respects, with regards to voter rolls. 
Because of this, each and every city and county in Virginia must have its 
voter rolls vetted as thoroughly as possible. 
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The law backs us up on this, as the Commonwealth's voter rolls were not 
cleaned 90 days before the federal election, as required by law; and we 
suspect that this has occurred more than one cycle in a row. 

Please coordinate with your local GOP unit committee on efforts to clean 
the voter rolls in your city or county. If there is none, start it up yourself! 
Make it your personal responsibility to make sure your locality has clean 
voter rolls.” 

A few of us have been in touch with Mr. Valentine at Omega4America and he is 
very anxious to work with Virginia. Omega can build a system to run the VA rolls 
in 30-45 days. They would want to cross reference it against Property Rolls in the 
3 or 4 largest counties. We have reached out to the Virginia Election Integrity 
Project with no success. Omega only works with statewide voter rolls. A base 
cost for a copy of the statewide rolls is $6000. Additional costs are tagged on, 
according to sources, once the request is made or when updates are needed. So 
we are trying to obtain the rolls from other sources such as campaigns.  We have 
reached out to our state Delegate Tim Griffin and Virginia Attorney General, 
Jason Miyares but have received no response.  We have received a prompt 
response, however, from our VA representative to the RNC, Patti Lyman, and she 
has put us in contact with someone in Fairfax County who is willing to work with 
us. 

Virginia’s rolls will not even be close to clean in November unless we remove 
ineligible addresses from the rolls. A potential reservoir of phantom voters does 
not bode well for Republicans in November. Ballot harvesting and door 

knocking simply will not cut it.  
 
Learn more about Omega4America. Also, these 
interviews of Jay are worth a listen. https://
rumble.com/v309t7a-130-arizona-corruption-
exposed.html and https://rumble.com/v4kr0so-
coffee-and-a-mike-episode-779-with-jay-valentine-
is-it-too-late-to-save-the.html 

Uncle Sam Needs You 

  Share this article with others 

  Call or write your local Commonwealth 
Attorney, Daniel Rutherford. 
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  Send respectful messages to State Senator Creigh Deeds, Delegate Tim 
Griffin, Congressman Bob Good, U.S. Senators Tim Kaine and John Warner. 

  Donate to Jay Valentine’s organization to support this worthy cause. 

  Pray for our country. 

  Contact Beth Frasher (bethfrasher@yahoo.com) for more information about 
how you can help.
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